In literature, self-optimizing control (SOC) method has been shown to be useful to select controlled variables (CVs) among available measurements for steady-state processes. This work introduces the concept of 'dynamic SOC' (dSOC) to select CVs for processes, which do not reach steady state (e.g. batch processes) or for which the operational cost during transient response must be accounted for. The general problem formulation is presented and shown to be equivalent to an optimal control problem. An exact local method for quick prescreening of CV candidates is presented, where perturbation control approach is proposed for the solution of the resulting optimization problem. The proposed dSOC method is applied to a linear process to illustrate the theoretical results.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the concept of self-optimizing control (SOC) has been introduced to select controlled variables (CVs) among available measurements (Skogestad, 2000) . SOC determines CVs by minimizing the economic loss incurred in the presence of disturbances and implementation errors, when the selected CVs are held at constant setpoints using a feedback controller. The selection of CVs using general nonlinear formulation of SOC requires solving non-convex optimization problems and thus local methods based on worst-case and average loss minimization have been proposed (Halvorsen et al., 2003; Kariwala, 2007; Kariwala et al., 2008; Alstad et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2012) . To enable the application of these local methods to large-dimensional processes, the use of branch and bound methods has been investigated Kariwala & Cao, 2009; Kariwala & Cao, 2010; Hu et al., 2012) .
The available local methods have been proposed for CV selection for steady-state processes and are referred to as static SOC (sSOC) methods in this paper. However, there are cases, e.g. batch processes, for which the steady-state is never reached (Srinivasan et al., 2003a; Srinivasan et al., 2003b) . Furthermore, for some processes, in addition to the steadystate costs, the operational cost incurred during the transient response must be accounted for. For CV selection for such processes, this paper introduces the concept of dynamic SOC (dSOC). This problem has earlier been considered in (DahlOlsen et al., 2008; Dahl-Olsen & Skogestad, 2009 ). However, the formulation of dSOC presented in these studies is not general and the solution approach is approximate. These drawbacks motivate us to investigate dSOC systematically in this paper.
In this paper, we present a general formulation of dSOC, which accounts for economic cost and setpoint tracking cost for selected CVs simultaneously. This formulation is shown to be equivalent to an optimal control problem. For selection of CVs, an exact local method is derived. The optimization problem associated with the exact local method is solved through the perturbation control approach (also referred to as neighbouring extremals approach) (Bryson & Ho, 1975; Lewis & Syrmos, 1995) . The resulting method can be used for selection of CVs among available alternatives for dynamic processes by trading off economic cost and tracking error. We point out that for dynamic processes the selected CVs depend on the chosen control law in general. In this work, we assume that a controller with linear CV feedback (LcvF) is used, which computes instantaneous values of inputs as linear combinations of current measurements of selected CVs. The results, however, can be easily extended to other control laws. The proposed method is applied to a linear process to illustrate the theoretical findings.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a process described by (Marlin & Hrymak, 1997) repeatedly minimizes 0 E( ) J online to obtain the optimal ( ) u t , where E( )
• is the expectation operator.
In comparison, dSOC updates ( ) u t in a suboptimal manner. Define the CVs as
where k z ∈ℜ (having the same size as u ) and k m × Γ ∈ℜ is the measurement selection matrix consisting of binary variables. In general, Γ can also be considered to be a measurement combination matrix (Halvorsen et al., 2003; Kariwala, 2007; Kariwala et al., 2008; Alstad et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2012) , but this issue is not dealt with in this paper and the generalization will be presented in future.
According to the concept of SOC, ( ) u t is updated using a feedback controller such that the CVs ( ) z t track the references ( ) J . Such an approach is, however, not practical, as minimum variance controllers, which minimize tracking error, are never used due to excessive variation of ( ) u t . Instead, some degree of suboptimality with respect to the tracking cost in (5) is maintained during controller design in practice. For dSOC approach, we propose that this degree of sub-optimality be characterized in terms of economic cost, i.e. the following multi-objective optimization problem be solved
min E( ), min E( ) , s.t., Eqs. (1)- (2) and (4),
where the first objective function involves one decision variable, the control input ( ) u t , and the second objective function has two decision variables, ( ) u t and the measurement combination matrix Γ . The solution of the optimization problem in (6) leads to a set of Pareto optimal solutions and the two extremes of this set correspond to RTO and minimum variance control, respectively. For trading off the objective functions, regularization is usually adopted (Deb, 2001 (1)- (2) and (4),
where
J x t z t z t t F x u z z tdt x t z t z t t x t t z t z t t F x u z z t F x u t F z z t
The optimization problem in (7) describes the dSOC problem. As in SOC method, the input ( ) u t is updated using a feedback controller, this formulation is equivalent to an optimal control problem.
For different CV alternatives characterized by specified Γ , pre-specification of μ , which provides optimal tradeoff between the economic cost and tracking error is difficult. Then, the optimization problem in (7) can be solved for different values of μ for every CV alternative to obtain the L-shaped Pareto optimal curves. From these curves, the optimal values of μ can be determined and CVs can be selected by comparing the corresponding economic costs among alternatives. A key difficulty in the use of this procedure is the solution of the optimization problem in (7) for every CV alternative. In the next section, we present a local solution to the dSOC problem to overcome this drawback.
LOCAL SOLUTION
We solve the dSOC problem via perturbation control approach. Given a candidate Γ , the approach linearizes the process and cost equations around the nominal path and subsequently finds a control law minimizing the cost increment due to perturbations in initial state values x(t 0 ), w and v. A local solution of Γ is then obtained as the candidate Γ which gives minimal cost increment when corresponding optimal perturbation control is applied.
Given a candidate Γ , by adjoining the equation constraint in (1) to the cost function with a Lagrange multiplier, (7) is converted into
where the Hamiltonian function is given as : ( , , , , , ) ( , , , ). In (10), the scalar J % denotes the augmented cost, the vector n λ ∈ℜ is a Lagrange multiplier, and r y is the nominal optimal path of y . In (9) and (10), z as an argument of different functions has been replaced by x , Γ and v using (2) and (4). The symbols have been abused for convenience.
The perturbation control approach assumes control inputs to be of the form an optimal control law * ( ) u t that solves problem (9) using e.g. Pontryagin's Minimum Principle or Hamilton-JacobiBellman formulation (Bryson & Ho, 1975; Lewis & Syrmos, 1995) . This results in a nominal optimal path with (9) to second order and all the constraints to first order. Noting that all the first order terms of expanded J % vanish around the nominal optimal path, we have ( )
is the first-order cost increment due to changes in initial states (Bryson & Ho, 1975) and
,
where ( ) 
In (16) 
where tr denotes trace and ( , ): E( ( ) ( ))
To determine ( )
Then we have (Lewis et al., 2007) :
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In (23), the factor 1 2 is due to the upper limit of t of the integral (which is 1 if the limit is larger than t ) (Lewis & Syrmos, 1995 
Based on the expressions of 
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which involves two decision variables, ( ) S t and ( ) K t . The differential equation constraint arises from the definition of ( ) P t and (15), which makes the above optimization difficult to solve. Fortunately, it can be proven that problem (25) can be solved equivalently without this constraint by considering ( ) P t as an additional decision variable. In other words, the differential equation constraint is a necessary condition for the minimum of the unconstrained problem and thus can be omitted when solving (25).
Based on variation theory, by requiring the increment of 2 E( ) J δ to be zero in the presence of variations in the decision variables, the necessary conditions for a minimum of (25) can be obtained as
Note that while matrix ( ) S t does not have an obvious physical meaning, matrix ( ) P t defines the mean covariance of the state ( ) x t . The three equations comprise a two-point boundary-value problem which is difficult to solve in general.
However, if 0 v W = (i.e., the measurement noises can be ignored), (28) simplifies significantly. In this paper, hereafter we focus on this special case. The necessary conditions then consist of (26), (27), (29) and
where : C C = Γ and T CPC is assumed to be invertible.
In practice, it is often preferred to use a constant (or static) instead of time-varying feedback gain for simple implementation. In this case, K is constant. By following the steps for deriving (26)-(30), the new necessary conditions can be derived for a minimum of problem (25) as (26), (27), (29) and
The optimal static LcvF gain K is still not easy to solve. If the linearized process is time-invariant, (31) further simplifies to 8th IFAC Symposium on Advanced Control of Chemical Processes Furama Riverfront, Singapore, July 10-13, 2012
Even for this simpler case, a two-point boundary-value problem needs to be solved to obtain the solution.
For a time-invariant linear process, another special case is when f t = ∞ . In this case, (26)- (27) are dominated by the dynamics at the steady state and consequently the optimal LcvF gain can be solved from 0 ,
which gives a constant K . The above solution equations are in agreement with those derived for LQR optimal control with static output feedback when 0 w W = and the initial states are uncertain (Lewis & Syrmos, 1995) . The equations can be solved by an iterative algorithm, whose convergence is guaranteed if 0 w W = under regular conditions (Moerder & Calise, 1985; Lewis & Syrmos, 1995) . 
In ( 
For each candidate Γ , two sets of studies are carried out: (a)
σ is set to 1.0 and ρ varies from 1.0 to 10; and (b) ρ is set to 1.0 and σ varies from 0 to 1.0. These two sets of studies investigate the impacts of cost weighting and disturbance strength on the selection of CVs, respectively. The initial and terminal times are 0 0 t = and 20 f t = , respectively. The time interval is sufficiently long (relative to the settling time of the closed-loop response) such that optimal static feedback gains can be reasonably obtained by considering f t = ∞ . Thus the feedback gains are obtained using (33)- (35) and applied to compute the costs. The numerical results for study (a) are shown in Fig. 1(a) . Two main observations are that: (i) the economic cost increment ρ increases, the weighting ( 1 ρ ) on the tracking cost decreases allowing higher tracking error. Equivalently, this implies heavier weighting on the economic cost and consequently leads to enhanced process performance with smaller economic cost increment due to disturbance. Observation (i) confirms the theoretical tradeoff between minimizing the tracking errors of CVs and minimizing the economic cost of the process. Observation (ii) indicates that the economic cost increment associated with 3 Γ is the smallest over all values of ρ tested (although this is not true in general), as compared to the cost increments associated with 1 Γ and 2 Γ . This implies that, among the three candidate CVs, 3 Γ is the best and consequently the CVs should be determined as 3 y Γ .
The results of study (b) are shown in Fig. 1(b) . The results indicate that the economic cost increment strictly increases as the disturbance covariance enlarges, and the economic cost increment associated with 3 Γ , 2 Γ , and 1 Γ increase in order for each value of the disturbance covariance. In all the cases, the cost increments associated with 3 Γ are the smallest, indicating that the observation (ii) in study (a) holds true for a wide range of disturbances.
CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical formulation of self-optimizing control method for selection of controlled variables (CVs) for dynamic processes (referred to as dSOC method) was presented. A local solution of the general formulation was obtained by solving three coupled equations, where linear CV feedback is applied. As the solution equations for dSOC comprise a twopoint boundary-value problem, which is in general difficult to solve, further work is needed to develop efficient algorithms for solving the equations for the general case when measurement noises are also included. In addition, the theoretical results will be tested on nonlinear batch processes in the future.
